AHA/AERC High Point Awards

2001

*100 Mile*
Arabian
BEARCAT O RIELLY owned by Valerie J or Lawrence J Kanavy
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
LA PETITE DANCER owned by Suzy Kelley

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
LS ZANE GREY+// owned by Eric J or Kathleen Majors Thompson
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
APRIL WINDSTAR owned by Gary and Lisa Belser

2002

*100 Mile*
Arabian
LV INTEGRITY owned by Joyce Sousa
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
TEZEROS GOLD owned by Suzanne Hayes

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
WMA LIGHTFOOT+// owned by Sherrie Reimers
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
APRIL WINDSTAR+/ owned by Gary and Lisa Belser

2003

*100 Mile*
Arabian
SAN FFRANCISCO owned by Judy Reens and Dennis Tracy
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
CH CRUISE CONTROL owned by Lesley Bond and Earle Baxter

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
EXCALABER+/ owned by Susan Nance
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
ZAHARS GALLANT DANCER owned by Linda Hamrich
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2004

*100 Mile*
Arabian
SMOKERISE FINALLY owned by Blandina A Rojek
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
TEZEROS GOLD owned by Suzanne Hayes

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
WMA SAMUEL owned by Sherrie Reimers
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
MUSK KHELINA owned by Corry Clinton

2005

*100 Mile*
Arabian
JUREEBA KASSAN owned by Betsey J Knight
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
NELLYS THUNDER owned by Lori Windows

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
WMA SAMUEL owned by Sherrie Reimers
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
ZAHARS GALLANT DANCER owned by Linda Hamrich

2006

*100 Mile*
Arabian
CHASE THE WIND AH owned by Suzanne Ford Huff
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
VSF OTIS+/ owned by Constance Walker

*50 – 99 Mile*
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
ZAHARS GALLANT DANCER owned by Linda Hamrich
### 2007

**100 Mile**
- Arabian
  - TAKE A BOW owned by Richard and Kimberly Fuess
- Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
  - SHYROCCO TROILUS owned by Margaret Sleeper

**50 – 99 Mile**
- Arabian
  - COUNT CHA-SKA owned by Michele R Dake
- Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
  - ZAHARS GALLANT DANCER owned by Linda Hamrich

### 2008

**50 – 99 Mile**
- Arabian
  - SHEIK ABU GALIHAD+ owned by Debra Shaffer
  - Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
  - ZAHARS GALLANT DANCER owned by Linda Hamrich

### 2009

**100 Mile**
- Arabian
  - LV INTEGRITY+ owned by Joyce Sousa
  - Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
  - ROYEL-T RAZZMATAZZ owned by Michael H Everett

**50 – 99 Mile**
- Arabian
  - OT DYTU RSI owned by M A or Sharon Ballard or Outlaw Trail
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2011

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
OT SARA MONIET RSI owned by M A or Sharon Ballard or Outlaw Trail
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
THEE OUTLAWS SPLASH+/- owned by Melinda S Wolfe

2012

*100 Mile*
Arabian
PWF LEE WYND owned by Sylvia A or Amanda A Fant
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
GREENBRIAR AL JABAL owned by Suzanne Hayes
*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
SCUDD RUN owned by Laurie J Birch
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
RTM FIRST IN LINE+ owned by Linda Hamrich

2013

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
SHEIK ABU GALIHAD+/ owned by Debra Shaffer
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
RTM FIRST IN LINE+ owned by Linda Hamrich

2014

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
SHEIK ABU GALIHAD+/ owned by Debra Shaffer
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
RTM FIRST IN LINE+ owned by Linda Hamrich
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### 2015

**50 – 99 Mile**
- Arabian
- AFIREI MOTION + owned by Krista Weigel
- Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
- RTM FIRST IN LINE +/ owned by Linda Hamrich

### 2016

**100 Mile**
- Arabian
- LV INTEGRITY +/ owned by Joyce E Sousa
- Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
- GE PISTOL ANNIE owned by Christoph Schork and Dian Woodward

**50 – 99 Mile**
- Arabian
- SFF PYRO +/ owned by Jeffrey F Loe
- Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
- RTM FIRST IN LINE +/ owned by Linda Hamrich

### 2017

**100 Mile**
- Arabian
- BETHANY GREYC +/ owned by Gerald Cummings

**50 – 99 Mile**
- Arabian
- OT RASA RSI owned by Outlaw Trail
- Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
- RTM FIRST IN LINE +/ owned by Linda Hamrich
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2018

*100 Mile*
Arabian
KOURAGEUS HOPE owned by Hannah Johnson

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
KEEPING FAITH owned by Melinda Wolfe
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
SHEZ MOSTLY ZIPPED+ owned by Lauren & Allan Horn

2019

*100 Mile*
Arabian
BETHANY GREYC+// owned by Gerald Cummings
Half-Arabian/Anglo-Arabian
GREENBRIAR AL JABAL owned by Suzanne Hayes

*50 – 99 Mile*
Arabian
BETHANY GREYC+// owned by Gerald Cummings

Honorable Mention
Arabian
NPS TANGO owned by Geneva Soule